2001 rx300

Bought this car with 60, miles back in Just minor repairs since. Keep in mind, this was all
preventive maintenance that I requested even though nothing was wrong with the car. The only
negative I might improve upon is the thin leather covering the seats. Could be a little better
quality. Now I am looking for another car but am hesitant to give up this car as I am worried
about the quality of my next car. I bought this vehicle used with k miles. Aside from oil changes
and new tires, I've only had to replace the belts. I've put 40k miles on it over the past 2 years. If
you jumped in and drove the vehicle without looking at the odometer, you'd never know it had k
miles. The ride is still comfortable and the engine runs strong. My Lexus has been good to me
so far. I have been driving this suv for the last 7 years without any major problems, all that was
needed were regular oil changes, periodic transmission fluid changes and brakes. Very
comfortable quite ride and very reliable. Gentlemen, RX has a company defect. The
transmissions are failing; I have replace the transmission twice so far at , miles. I believe this to
be a factory problem with the entire model for several years through I wish Lexus would step up
to the plate and fix these vehicle's transmissions. I have miles. The transmission had failed on
the freeway. Surprized to find this failure at miles. Are we blind sighted to the quality of Lexus?
This dos not complain about the failing door locks and engine light on etc. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. More about the RX View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Transmission break
down. Items per page:. Write a review See all RX s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the RX
Sign Up. Both front- and four-wheel drive configurations have been used on the RX series, and
several gasoline powertrain options, including V6 engines and hybrid systems, have been
offered. The name "RX" stands for "Radiant Crossover". The first-generation RX , fitted with a 3.
The Japanese market Toyota Harrier released in also offered a 2. The second-generation RX 3.
Like the previous series, a 2. In , a hybridized gasoline-electric version of the 3. For the third
iteration released in , both RX 3. Since the release of the third generation, Japanese sales have
occurred under the Lexus RX name as opposed to Toyota Harrier as had been the case
previously. By , that vehicle was officially proposed by TMS executives at product planning
meeting in Toyota City, Japan and put into development. In December , the final design directed
under designer Makoto Oshima was approved for production, and prototypes later went into
testing in The production-ready concept combined the characteristics of an SUV, wagon, and
sedan, [11] and featured high-ground clearance and an elevated seating position. The concept's
overall design intent was to be commonly used for suburban driving. The RX was built on a
unibody chassis. The 2. The 3. Interior features further included Walnut wood trim and an
optional in-dash six-CD changer. Safety features included driver and passenger front airbags,
front seat-mounted side torso airbags , anti-lock brakes , side impact door beams, daytime
running lights, and five headrests as standard. In , the RX was refreshed with revised headlights
and taillights, along with the option of high-intensity discharge HID headlamps. In November ,
the 2. Options included sport-tuned suspension and DVD voice navigation. In , a limited edition
"Silversport" was offered that included a monochromatic paint scheme in Millennium Silver or
Black with an all black interior and perforated leather seats. The RX sold over , units in its five
years on the market. In , development began on the XU30 platform under chief engineer
Yukihiro Okane. Design work was started under Makoto Oshima and would continue into when
a concept design by Hiroshi Sukuki was approved. By early , the final production design was
green-lighted by the executive board, with the first prototypes being tested in Design patents
were filed on 1 April under No. Available options included a watt, speaker Mark Levinson
premium sound system, DVD-based navigation system with backup camera , rear seat DVD
player with wireless headphones, panoramic three panel moonroof, and heated seats. All RX
models came standard with eight airbags, including dual front airbags , front row side torso
airbags, side curtain airbags , a driver's knee airbag ; Vehicle Stability Control VDIM on RX h
and a tire-pressure monitoring system were standard. The Harrier was fitted either a 2. Asian
markets included Singapore, where it succeeded the previously sold Harrier, South Korea, and
Taiwan. The RX featured a 3. Here, the car was badged RX denoting its larger 3. New technology
features included Adaptive Front-lighting System AFS with swivel headlights, [38]
height-adjustable air suspension on the all-wheel drive models, Dynamic Laser Cruise Control
system, and rain-sensing wipers. Different exterior colors were offered. In , Hybrid badging was
added to the rear side doors. The RX h interior featured a hybrid information display on the
navigation screen showing electrical motor, gasoline engine, and regenerative braking
activation in real time. When launched in , the RX h came exclusively with brushed aluminum
interior accents, in place of the wood trim offered in the standard RX. However, the RX h did
receive a facelift for the model year, featuring a blue Lexus badge and a rear spoiler that
matches the body color. The gasoline-powered part of the RX h engine system was a 3. The rear
motor was only used under full-throttle acceleration or when the front wheels lost traction. The

water pump for the gasoline engine is driven by the camshaft belt. To improve efficiency, and
because the gasoline engine shuts down during electric-only operation, [49] the alternator,
power steering pump, and air conditioner compressor are beltless; rather than being tied to
engine output, [49] these components are powered by electric motors via the battery instead.
Production was limited to 6, units. In for the model year, the RX received a mid-cycle refresh
consisting of a new 3. The RX also featured an updated, Lexus Generation V DVD navigation
system with improved graphics, voice controlled destination inputs, and a new feature called
"bread crumbs. The new navigation system also featured voice dial systems and the ability to
enter destinations by voice address while driving. In for the model year, the RX received a
revised grille, chrome door handles, available new seven-spoke inch alloy wheels with a liquid
graphite finish, and Brandy Wine Mica or Desert Sage Metallic were new exterior choices. Black
Bird's Eye Maple wood with gray interior was a new interior option for that year. These limited
production models have "Pebble Beach" badges on front fenders and embroidered front floor
mats, were available in Black Onyx and Truffle Mica color, and came equipped with
limited-edition inch alloy wheels, a color-keyed rear spoiler, and a chrome-finished grille.
Buyers also received a choice of custom amenities designed to complement the Pebble Beach
lifestyle. Production ended in December Power and Associates in Power and Associates '
Automotive Environmental Index of the top 30 most environmentally friendly vehicles.
Development of the third-generation RX began in Chief engineer Takayuki Katsuda headed
development, with design being conducted from In late design work by Masanari Sakae was
chosen, with the final designs that were presented as scale models being green-lighted for
production in the first half of The first North American pre-production prototypes were sent to
Cambridge, Canada in early for testing prior to the first RX rolling off the production line on 28
November Lexus debuted the third-generation Lexus RX on 19 November American RX sales
began in February as a model. The third-generation RX's new transmission can lock-up its
torque converter from 2nd through 6th gears to improve fuel economy. A double wishbone rear
suspension setup replaces the previous MacPherson strut design for improved handling and
greater cargo space, while an optional Sports Package adds a performance-tuned suspension.
The AL10 RX's new exterior styling adopts the L-finesse design language, and outer features
include a rear spoiler which hides the rear window wiper and radio antenna creating a less
cluttered appearance. New cabin technologies include VoiceBox Technologies conversational
speech voice recognition system, the first of its kind in the U. The new hard disk drive
HDD-based navigation system no longer uses a touchscreen, instead replacing it with Lexus'
Remote Touch controller, similar in function to a computer mouse, with haptic feedback.
Optional accessory features include XM Satellite Radio , a speaker watt Mark Levinson
Surround Sound audio system, a dual-screen Rear Seat Entertainment System RSES , inch
wheels, heated and ventilated front seats, power front seat cushion extender, perforated and
semi- aniline leather seats, a smog sensor for the HVAC system, power folding side view
mirrors, and navigation system. The third-generation RX comes standard with a twin-chamber
front passenger airbags , side torso airbags for the front row, side curtain airbags for front and
rear rows, and knee airbags for the front row. Active headrests become standard to help reduce
whiplash injuries. The Adaptive Front-lighting System AFS remains optional, while a new
bi-xenon optional Intelligent Highbeam feature is added, this system can dim the high-beams
automatically whenever traffic is detected. Other optional safety features include a Pre-Collision
System PCS and a Head-up Display HUD which helps the driver keep attention on the road
ahead by displaying navigation, speed, and audio information on the windshield; the HUD uses
high-intensity LEDs displaying high contrast white figures on the windshield allowing it to be
read in direct sunlight. To further help improve visibility, water-repellent glass is used on the
front doors. Manufacturer's specifications indicated largely identical outward dimensions for
the RX h with the RX The RX h features an upgraded 3. This system uses less energy to form
fuel-air mixtures, and releases more energy. A facelift was designed through late and patented
on 7 January under European design registration number New LED running lights were
introduced as well. The F Sport was introduced, with a honeycomb grille, 8-speed automatic
transmission, and a unique sporty interior. Power and Associates named the RX as the most
dependable vehicle in the U. The U. Navigation equipped models receive an upgraded 19 inch
wheel finish as well as an easier to use remote touch controller. The model year F-Sport models
now have the option of a cabernet red interior. This is mated to an 8-speed automatic
transmission. Lexus also offers a model equipped with four-cylinder gasoline turbocharged
8AR-FTS engine, which is called RX t renamed to RX for model year onwards , but this model is
not available in North America. The vehicle is larger than the previous generation, with a 2-inch
To counter issues with the previous version's F-Sport ride quality being too firm, in the pursuit
of sporty handling, the new generation features an Adaptive Variable Suspension AVS to adjust

ride quality as needed. An active anti-roll bar from the European specification third generation
RX was added to the F-Sport package. Twenty-inch alloy wheels are also available, as is a
panoramic sunroof. In , for the model year, both blind-spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic
alert became standard, and wireless smartphone charging became available as an option. As of
April , Lexus had accumulated more than 2. Sales data in United States market for the Lexus RX
are as follows, sourced from manufacturer yearly data:. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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NOTE: The remote keyless entry system is equipped with 2 transmitters, having 2 unique
vehicle access codes programmed into the wireless door lock ECU. Insert key into ignition
switch. To enter desired mode, turn ignition switch to ON position and back to LOCK position
one cycle , within one second, the specified number of times. Remove key from ignition switch.
Registration of confirmation code is complete after door locks cycle. Be sure to continue as
below. Four transmitter codes can be registered at one time. If number of registered codes
exceeds 4, previously registered codes are erased in order, starting with first registered code.
Rewrite Mode Erases all previousLy registered transmitter codes and reprogram new

transmitters. Confirmation Mode Informs user of number of existing transmitter codes already
programmed in system. Prohibition Mode Erases all existing registered transmitter codes and
cancels wireless door lock operation. Use this function if transmitter is lost or stolen. Ensure
driver's door is open and unlocked, and all other doors are closed. Insert key into ignition
switch, and then remove it. Complete the following in 40 seconds or less: press door lock
switch the one that controls all the locks to LOCK position, and then within one second, press
door lock switch to UNLOCK position. Repeat procedure continuously until door locks have
been locked and unlocked 5 times. Close, and then open driver's door. Complete the following
in 40 seconds or less: repeat procedure in step 2 , except for closing and opening driver's door.
If confirmation mode was selected, door locks will cycle times depending on how many
transmitter codes are stored in ECU. Complete the following in 40 seconds or less: if add mode,
rewrite mode or prohibition mode is selected, to confirm proper initiation, door locks will
automatically cycle one time for add mode at the end of step 3 , 2 times for rewritemode and 5
times for prohibition mode. If within 3 seconds, door locks cycle one time, new transmitter code
has been successfully accepted. Go to next step. If door locks cycle 2 times, new transmitter
code was not accepted. To program an additional transmitter or to make a second attempt,
return to step 5 within 40 seconds. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. John answered 11 years ago. I
personally would disconnect both battery terminals for at least an hour, even better overnight,
this should allow enough time to have all the electricity drain completely from those computers.
Hopefully this would reset everything. I would try this before going to the dealer, try to save
some money. Hope this helps. I've checked all hoses and changed the 02 sensor, bank 1 sensor
1. The OBD read by autozone was I drove like that for one month. Today, I decided to fix it. The
problem is fixed. Note that the front B1S1 is easily replaced in 10 minutes, but B2S1 must be
accessed from the bottom of car and take over 30 minutes to replace. See photo by other
poster. Darren answered 9 years ago. I have the same problem. My VSC and check engine lights
have been on for years now. My Rx has miles. The dealer says my VSC cable on one of the
wheels is severed and this is causing the problem. I never checked into the cost of repairing it.
Tina answered 9 years ago. I am a Dad maybe I can do it as well : hahaha. Then came winter,
when it rained the VSC light came back on. Both of these will clear the computer and reset, VSC
light goes off, or at least until the next rain. This occurs because one of the wheel sensors is
dirty or malfunctioning which sets off the VSC light. This is not a long term fix but at this point it
works short term. Here's another fun lexus oddity, now that winter is here our windshield
defrost stopped working, no matter what button you select, it only blows face level. If I push
defrost auto or manual still just blows at face level. Once again I removed negative battery cable
for 10 minutes, and walla defroster now works. Good luck. Wait until you try to replace the spark
plugs miles. Suex answered 7 years ago. I disconnected the battery and the light has gone off,
The car has been to a garage 5 times to get this sorted and they failed as the light came back on
soon after getting it back annoying So THANKS all x Sue. Disconnected the negative battery
cable for 10 minutes and "voila" the check light is off! Thank you!!! The valve was seized.

Simkai answered 7 years ago. How do I disconnect the battery cables that you guys are talking
about? I'm a Mom and have no clue. Is this something I can do on my own? Is it pretty easy? I
found out after reading some answers that hoses were not connected after wallmart replace the
air filter. The car now runs a lot better,,, revs have dropped and the fuel economy is very much
improved. I have a RX and I have never been so disappointed with a car like I am with this one.
Is it normal to have to replace 6 O2 sensors in 18 months? It only has 83,miles on it, I'm not a
long distance or crazy driver. I will never buy another Lexus, their no lemon law has severe
"glitches". I would be getting rid of the car, mine is a 52 reg and not been a bad car I like it it has
not cost anything really in repairs I have it serviced and thats it for a year. It's happenedto and
mom and my sisters lots of times and really upsets me. DinoB answered 6 years ago. Great site,
I found this page because my VSC light came on, going to disconnect battery over night and
see what happens, if that doesn't fix it, there's a lot of useful info here. I'm a pretty good
backyard mechanic so I confident I can handle any of these suggestions. I had a severed sensor
cable on the right rear wheel, which I was able to splice and that cured the problem. Suex
answered 6 years ago. So it is worth asking your dealer about special offers they have on
servicing. They tell me about any problems with my car so I can get it sorted at my local garage
cheaper and not at the dealers. I had left my car running with the heat on minmally for my mom,
while I went into a medical supply store to grab supplies for after a procedures. Her heater seat
was probably on half way and when I walked back to the car, I noticed I had left the lights on.
Gone for probably minutes. She said the radio and dashboard lights had just gone off. Check
SVC light was on. Tried to restart car from the on position. No luck. Same SVC light. Turned key
all the way off, then tried restart. No luck; same light. I turned the key position off and waited
minutes. Car started with no SVC light. Called dealer. Said car battery not the major one for the
RxH with K miles might be getting low. Normally, if I am sitting in the car in a similar position,
drawing power and not driving, the car motor kicks in for power generation. I presume this did
not happen when I got the SVC light. When I drive the car, it is normally 25 miles at normal
highway speeded. Been dealer maintained. Just got the K service last weekend. Was hoping to
get K miles out of this. Never had any major issues or costs with the car so far. I had the VSC
light issue. Only the VSC light came on. Car starts up no lights then after driving for 1 min or so
VSC light pops on. Also noticed loss of power with light on and if accelerating quickly track
light came on before then VSC light turns on. After replacing this sensor vehicle had no issue
apart from steering wheel alignment off which was also fixed. So my issue was resolved by
replacing steering wheel angle sensor and alignment. Ry answered 6 years ago. Robert
answered 5 years ago. I have a friend who used to be a full-time mechanic for a Lexus
dealership. He said he'd come over with his code fixer. Whatever the hell that is. In any case,
started my car, plugged the reader to an outlet inside the front cabin of the car no need to go
under the hood , zeroed out the codes and they were gone. He asked me if I ever drove the car
with the gas cap off by mistake. Normally I have never done that before, but I had a couple
passengers int he car and I didn't want them to roast. He said the codes I had were due to an
oxygen sensor. And the least little bit of oxygen in the system that is not supposed to be there
will set it off. He checked my air intake hoses under the hood to make sure one of them hadn't
been disconnected. After he left I remembered that I had filled the tank with it running. I would
guess that was the cause of it. JWld answered 5 years ago. I have a Lexus RX and I had my car
smog tested a couple of months ago. I took it back to the tester and he said nothing he did
would have caused it. However, after reading about how a little bit of oxygen in the system that
isn't supposed to be there will set it off, I think the smog test may have caused it somehow. I'll
try unplugging the battery. Summer answered 4 years ago. GuruQ8D7 answered 3 years ago. I
used to have all 3 lights on Code was P While I was still contemplating having it fixed, Engine
light went off on its own. It even passed emission test after that. Trac Off and VSC are still come
on, not when starting car, but when start driving. What should I do? Can I just not worry about
it? Its a little uncomfortable when I apply brakes as if these two lights have something to do
with stopping the car. Muhammad Saleem. GuruMX37 answered 3 years ago. It's funny because
I've had a bunch of Lexuss. The VSC light and engine check light have went on a lot and most of
the time it has always been a chewed through or cut injector wire. So be aware that it could also
be that. And also it seems like the easiest thing to check first. Why not. I had an oil change a
week ago and they had checked the air filter Which did not need replacing so I began wondering
if the two were connected. I remembered hearing from my father-in-law that once he had an oil
and air filter change and the same lights came on. The service was at a non-lexus dealer. Sure
enough, I found by shining a flashlight behind the air filter box that there was indeed a
disconnected hose. I put it back on but warning lights still lit up. Then I remembered that I had
read after reconnecting the hose you need to disconnect battery terminals for 15 minutes. I did
this and Viola!!! Problem solved. SO please try this before handing over your hard earned cash

to a dealership Loridn44 answered 2 years ago. My brakes have been acting up though. When I
am at a dead stop and go to take off they grab. The front brakes. So I am kind of Leary about
just disconnecting a battery. I am concerned about this brake grabbing thing. CoMt answered 2
years ago. Ahmed answered 2 years ago. Hi All, I have the same problem with my Lexus rx car. I
changed the Air Flow meter and the car perform much batter, but the VSC and engine light still
one. I will try today to do some more things and I will keep updating you guys. I have bought an
original sensor from Denso website and its worked and finally the issue solved :. Well I have a
Lexus RX and it seems like everything wanted to happen when inspection time was due. I know
one issue is because of a faulty sensor that will be fixed as soon as part arrives. As well going
to try the whole battery and fuse yellow 25 and go from there. Cinlady answered about a year
ago. I just bought a Lexus rx 2 days ago and I took my sister for a ride in it the night I bought
itand I drove over a speed bump going very slow and next thing I know the check engine light is
Now seems every time I stop at a red light,theres a noise comming from the brakes. Like if you
were slidding in the snow,that noise. Guys I need help. My car died. I got it jumped- thought
everything was cool. My lights started to flicker I was still worried. Then my doors wouldn't
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Please click "Confirm" to accept this offer. We apologize for the inconvenience, but this vehicle
is not eligible for a Condition Report. Condition Reports cannot be purchased for vehicles that:.
Condition Reports give you the information you need on the vehicles you want. You can also
benefit from our high-quality photos and information to help you make an informed bidding
decision. You must be a CrashedToys or Copart Member to perform this action. Your Password
is expired. Please contact member. DRIVE includes third-party condition reports, an
industry-standard run light system, an arbitration policy and more! Do not show this message
again. Remove Shipping Export Lot x. Export in CSV. Bid Information. Click Image to Zoom. For
international inquiries, contact export copart. Estimate 0. International Shipping Information. Lot
will be delivered to Add new delivery location. Estimated Delivery Cost. Cancel Submit Address.
From: in Shipping To: in. Order Status: Status Unavailable. This will cancel your delivery order
for Lot. If you want to continue the cancellation click Cancel Delivery below. Otherwise choose
Go Back. Go Back Cancel Delivery. Enter your Zip Code below to quote delivery based on your
location. Zip Code. Cancel Quote. Pickup Delivery is already in process with a transporter.
Order Delivery option cannot be selected for this lot at this moment. Please cancel transporter
in order to proceed with order delivery. Select your port: Select Port. Get Quote. You have
successfully ordered delivery. We will be in touch shortly with further details. Highlights:
Enhanced Vehicles. Retail Value:. Engine Type: 3. Cylinders: 6. Drive: All wheel drive. Fuel:
GAS. Keys: YES. View Report. Notes: There are no Notes for this Lot. Inspection Services.
Condition Report. EpicVin Report. Market Guide Report. Select Frequency Daily Weekly. First
Name Required. First Name can only contain letters. Last Name Required. Last Name can only
contain letters. Want to Bid? Become a Member. You can learn more about bidding laws with
our state licensing map. Bid Information Glossary. Bid Status: You Haven't Bid. Check Why?
Bid Now. Sale Information. Sale Date: Fri. Time Left: 2D 5H 20min. Your Bid Has Been
Registered. Confirm Your Bid. Learn More. Hire a broker Brokers can help you with the buying
process. Get started. Regarding Lots NOT assigned to an auction. Technical Specifications.
Standard Equipment. Preview Location ,. Preview Hours EST. After Sale Pick up Location: ,.
After Sale Pick up hours:. Increment bidding allows Copart to increase your entered bid by one
and only one increment in the event your entered bid is tied by a live virtual bidder. If your bid is
the highest bid then your bid will NOT be incremented. Your current bid exceeds your available
limits. If you are a Basic Member, you can upgrade to Premier Membership or increase your bid
limits here. If you are a Premier Member, your daily bidding limits will reset tomorrow. To
increase daily limits, contact your local Copart Location to find out more. Model Year Model RX
Fuel GAS. First Registered Date. Engine Size 3. Wheel Plan All wheel drive. Cancel Continue.
Purchase Subscription Cancel. NADA Values. ProQuote Results. List of Comparable Sales. View
a Sample Report. Purchase Report Cancel. If you are a Basic Member you can upgrade to
Premier Membership. If you would like to see the AutoCheck report for this lot, please contact
your Broker. OK Close.
the mustang source
suzuki reno hood
64 buick electra
Cancel Confirm. The Copart Condition Report is a purchasable assessment of vehicle features
and condition. It includes: Videos of the vehicle Additional photos detailing features and
damage Tire information and condition Comprehensive vehicle features list. Cancel Buy Report.
Condition report failure. Are about to go to auction. Are physically located at an offsite location.
Are sublots. Order Status:. No WiFi at this location. Address , ,. Mailing Address , ,. Get
Directions from your location. View Map Error. All Rights Reserved. Account Type. Member
Seller. Error Message. Sign Into Your Account. New to Copart? Enter password that must be
Passwords must be a minimum of 8 characters with at least one number and one letter. Your
form has been successfully submitted. Our export team is in process of calculating your
shipping quote. Please allow up to 36 hours. Cancel Yes. The true mileage of the lot cannot be

expressed because it has exceeded the capacity of the odometer to measure it.

